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Bouncy Buddies

This pack contains the Anderson family and the Harris family - 8 gorgeous egg-like characters who will be at your side in your CrazyTalk7. They can be seamlessly integrated with any Voice Script, bringing you laughs-a-plenty with their cartoonish expressions! The motion parameters can be freely adjusted, giving you complete control over the way they move.

Learn more:
http://www.reallusion.com/ContentStore/CT/Pack/Bouncy_Buddies_windows/default.aspx
Social Emoticon

This Voice Script Pack - Social Emoticon includes 50 fully-animated Voice Scripts which provides you with a wonderful alternative for the commonly-used ‘emoticon’ system in everyday online conversation. You can have these familiar smilies such as laughing, frowning, kissing and sleeping be performed by your very own CrazyTalk characters, with their great cartoon styles. Those vivid expressions and hilarious voice effects can also be used with any character of your choice.

Pack Includes:
- Voice Scripts x 50

Specification:
- Content Type: CrazyTalk Voice Script
- Requirement: CrazyTalk7.1 or above!

Learn more:
http://www.reallusion.com/ContentStore/CT/Pack/Social_Emoticon_windows/default.aspx
Auto Animation Library Vol.1

Auto Animation Library Vol.1 provides you with 3 indispensable additions to compliment CrazyTalk7’s Auto Motion Technology which allows your own voice to drive the intensity of the animation. With hundreds of templates and styles at your disposal, you’ll have no trouble finding the perfect sample templates to give your character the desired movement and expression.

Pack Includes:
• Audio (.mp3) x 30
• Voice Scripts x 63
• Auto Motions x 85
• Motion Clips x 42

Specification:
• Content Type: CrazyTalk Voice Script, Auto Motion, Motion Clips
• Requirement: CrazyTalk7.1 or above!

Learn more:
http://www.reallusion.com/ContentStore/CT/Pack/Auto_Animation_Lib_Vol1_windows/default.aspx
Organic Auto Motion Samplers

The Organic Auto Motion Sampler is designed to showcase PRO level Auto Motion features that simulate classical cartoon animation techniques such as follow-through, squash-and-stretch, and bouncy spring movements. These types of organic movement are quite time-consuming and difficult to animate, even for pro-level animators, but thankfully for you, they can be fully automated by CrazyTalk7 PRO using Muscle Control, Time Offset, Ping-pong and Advanced Spring Features.

Pack Includes:

- Auto Motions x 10

Specification:

- Content Type: CrazyTalk Auto Motion
- Requirement: CrazyTalk7.1 or above!

Learn more:
http://www.reallusion.com/ContentStore/promo/2012_CT7_Starter-Kit/default.aspx
The all new Acting Workshop: Natural Facial Performance pack provides various vivid facial expression clips for all common kinds of performances. According to performance type, you can insert any facial expression clip that you like during the performance to enable the performers to perform their very best. This pack will let you create top quality iClone and CrazyTalk movie much easier than before. The facial animation in the demo video was animated in CrazyTalk 5 and the 3D animation was edited in iClone 3.2.

Pack Includes:
- Motion Clips x 43

Specification:
- Content Type: CrazyTalk Motion Clip
- Requirement: CrazyTalk 7.1 or above!

Learn more:
http://www.reallusion.com/event/12-CT7bonus/Natural_Facial_Performance.html
Natural Facial Performance Vol. 2

Natural Facial Performance Volume 2 provides various vivid facial expression clips for all common kinds of responsive performances. When animating real human photos, you need milder expressions to show more subtle and natural movements, something which this pack definitely provides. This extended pack focuses on some special voluntary and instinctive facial responses such as drowning, acting drunk, feeling cold, eating, having dreams and winking that allow you to animate your photos easily with a wider variety of expressions.

Pack Includes:

- Motion Clips x 42

Specification:

- Content Type: CrazyTalk Motion Clip
- Requirement: CrazyTalk7.1 or above!

Learn more:
http://www.reallusion.com/ContentStore/CT/Pack/Natural_Facial_Performance_Vol2_windows/default.aspx
Facial Expression Clips Vol. 1

The all new CrazyTalk5 Facial Expression Clips Vol. 1 provides various vivid facial expression clips for all kinds of performances. According to performance type, you can insert any facial expression clip that you like during the performance to enable the performers to perform their very best. This pack will let you create top quality CrazyTalk5 movie much more easier than before.

Pack Includes:

- Motion Clips x 36

Specification:

- Content Type: CrazyTalk Motion Clip
- Requirement: CrazyTalk7.1 or above!

Learn more:
http://www.reallusion.com/event/12-CT7bonus/Facial_Expression_Clip.html
Facial Expression Clips Vol. 2 provides various vivid facial expression clips for all kinds of performances. This dramatic cartoon motion pack contains expressions, ranging from laughing happily, fidgeting anxiously, and sobbing sadly, to physical and mental reactions like aching, feeling pain, coughing and eating something bitter and sour. You can insert any facial expression clip that you like during the performance to bring the most realistic and passionate animations to your character. This wonderful pack is essential for bringing drama and emotion to your animations, don’t miss it!

Pack Includes:
- Motion Clips x 36

Specification:
- Content Type: CrazyTalk Motion Clip
- Requirement: CrazyTalk 7.1 or above!

Learn more:
http://www.reallusion.com/ContentStore/CT/Pack/Facial_Expression_Vol2_windows/default.aspx